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This is the Final Report on Contract NAS9-12055 whichwas executed ]mjVought Systems Division between January 1972
and October 197h. This is a Summary Report; the information
li contained in this report has been previously presented in:i' detail in Progress Reports, and in two technical papers which
++ are included as Appendices to this report.
i! The NASA-JSC technical monitors on this program were+ Mr. D. W. Morris on the system demonstration phase, and Mr.
Burrell French on the zero-g condensation experiment phase.
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I In 1970 and 1971 Vought Systems D_vision (VSD) performed a study on
use of refrigeration in rejection of future spacecraft environmental control
I system loads,under contract NASg-9912. conclusion of that
heat NASA-JSC One
study was that vapor compression was the most attractive mechan._cal refrigeration
I concept for use in future spacecraft (Reference [i] ). A revolutionary heat
rejection system of a hybrid type was recommended for further study (Reference [2]).
This was a hybrid refrigeration/radiator system which acts as either a refrigerationsystem or as a radiator system, depending on the vehicle heat rejection demand
and the external environment. The hybrid system uses a common flow network
and radiator condenser; compressors and pumps are valved into and from the flow
loop as required. This system is particularly well suited to lunar surface shelters.
Peak heat rejection requirements during the long lunar day coincide with peak
power availability from solar cells; during the lunar night while power is scarce,
the relatively efficient radiator mode is used.|.
There were several technical questions relating to the feasibility of this
_ hybrid concept, including:
_ _ (i) Could the system be changed from the single-phase "radiator" !
! mode of operation to the two-phase "refrigeration" mode?li :
_ (2) Could a radiator/condenser design be evolved which would
i_
provide satisfactory operation in both the "radiator"
_ and the "refrigeration" modes of operation while in a
zero-g field?
(3) Could a highly efficient motor-compressor unit capable
of operation in a zero-gravity field be obtained?
i The first of these questions was outckly answered in a feasibility demon-
stration test (Reference [3]), where it was shown that a hybrid system could be
_ switched from one operating mode to the other without damage to system components. ]INASA-JSC th n contract d wi VSD (in the subject contract) to designa suitable radiator/condenser and to demonstrate it in a thermal-vacuum test in
/_ L[ a systems test. Later this contract was modified to include design, fabrication
and ground che_.kout of an experiment apparatus which would verify the condenser
U flow design under simulated zero-g conditions.
This report briefly describes the design, fabrication and testing which
i _ were accomplished under contract NAS9-12055.
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I 2.0 DISCUSSION _,
2.1 Systpms Test i
I The purpose of the systems test was to demonstrate that a radiator/ 1
condenser could be designed which was efficient in both condensation ("refrigera- i
. tion") and liquid phase ("radiator") operating modes. In addition, switchover _!| from the "refrigeration" mode to the "radiator" mode and vice versa was to be 'i
demonstrated, iI 'The major issues associated with design of the radiator/condenser i
wet e: i
I (i) tube layout ]
and (2) tube diameter I
I There was a desire to use the wide heat load range radiator concept (References[4], [5], and [6]) which has tubes of varying length as shown in Figure i. In !
I I a liquid phase radiator this approach provides a heat load ratio of I00 tomore, a ior which is a distinct advantage in spacecraft heat rejection system. !
However, it was found that the unequal flow lengths of the wide heat load
radiator were unsuitable for a condensing radiator. There were two primary
reasons for this:
(I) Orificing required in the wide heat load radiator tubes 1
i is difficult to size so that proper flowrate_ are establ._shed
i
i _,r in both liquid and vapor flow. I
(2) The wide heat load radiator has inherently higher pressure
drop an a conventional parallel flow radiator, and this
degrades performance in the two-phase or "refrigeration"
mode of operation.
It was found that suitable performance could be obtained in both
"radiator" and "refrigeration" modes of operation with tubes of 3.175 m_ (1/8-in)
inside diameter. This diameter tube, with the appropriate £1owrates in each
operating mode, produces acceptable pressure drop and heat transfer rates. In
I addition, it also promised flow stability in the condensing mode of operation
in zero-gravity. In order to accompli_:h the design of the condensing radiator
i it was necessary to predict the pressure drop of a condensing two-phase flowin zero-gravity. A method for doing this was d_veloped, based on the Lockhart-
Martinelli approach (References [7] and [8] ). The method developed is discussed
I in detail in Reference [9] and in Appendix A. It w_s also necessary to predict
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I the flow regime which would prevail along the condensation path. The i
method developed by Baker (Reference [i0]) was used to do this as explained
I in Appendix A.Two condensing radiator panels were fabricated as shown in Figure 2, i
and as described in Appendix A and in Reference [ii]. A dry expansion evaporator
was designed and built as shown in Figure 3. The hybrid refrigerstlon system
was assembled with the two radiator/condenser panels installed in the VSD i
Space Environment Simulator. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 4,
and photographs of the installation are given in Figures 5 - 8. Testin_
I of the system was accomplished under both atmospheric and vacuum conditions as
described in Reference [8]. Typical operating conditions are given in Tables 1
I and 2. Results of the testing were entirel:_ satisfactory. Typical temperature
i profiles along the length of the tube are showT, in Figures 9-12. _!gures 9and l0 clearly s ow the break-point in the temperature profile which occurs at
the point of complete condensation. While a two-phase condition is maintained[ :the fluid temperature is a function of the saturation pressure, and falls
slightly in the direction of flow due to flow pressure drop. When a single-
I li phase flow is established, then the temperature is indenendent of pressure,and so falls in proportion to the panel heat transfer rate. The predicted
temperatures compare favorably with the data; the abrupt temperature changes i
in the predictions near the entrance are a result of longitudinal conduction 1
1
not being considered in the mathematical model. The large temperature dropresults from the small heat transfer coefficient near the end of the suDer-
heated gas flow section of the condenser. As condensation starts in the two-
phase flow region, he_t transfer to the tube increases dramatically.
Pressure drop predictions were generally higher than the data with
an error of generally less than 20% as shown in Table 3. This is good correlation
for two-phase flow pressure drop (Reference [8]).
There were no signs of flow instability in these tests. Runs were
'_ made with the radiator panels tilted and with vibration imposed on the panel
in attempts to induce flow instability. At no time was there any indicationof such instabilities, however, the nature of the test hardware and instrumen-
tation could obscure instabilities.
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I ,A_LE, !NO.*NALOPERATINOCONO*T*ONS_0_,EF_*OERAT*ONS*STE"_O _STS
RefrigeratorRefrigerant Rl2
i! COP 1.75
CondenserTemperature 140°F (p = 221.32psia)
_] EvaporatorTemperature 40°F (p = 51.67 psia)
[i EvaporatorHeatLoad 6500 BTU/HR,
LJ CondenserHeat Rejection If300BTU/HR
ii CompressorGas OutletTemperature 160°F[_
RefrigerantFlowrate 180 LB/HR
i
!i CondenserSink Temperature -300°F
Evaporator/IntercoolerHeat LoadFlow Loop
Heat TransportFluid Water
laletTemperature IO0°F
OutletTemperature 87°F
Flowrate 500 LB/HR
"4
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l-- TABLE 2
r
NOMINALOPERATINGCONDITIONSFORPUMPEDFLUID RADIATORMODE TESTS
H
Radiator
U TransportFluid RI2
InletTemperature 140°;o..
Outlet Temperature 40°F
Flowrate 400 LB/HR*
HeatRejection 8000BTU/HR
i.! SinkTemperature -300°F
Pump OutletPressure 150 psiaf;
E,yaporator/IntercoolerHeat Load F,low Loop
!.i TransportFluid Water
InletTemperature 180°F
I
,.' OutletTemperature 164°F b
Flowrate 500 LB/HR
t
This yields R12 flow at 44.5 LB/HR/TUBEfor 9 parallel tubes on a 0.063 inch
;k_ sheet with 8 inch centers across a 6 ft span which is essentially equivalent
',11
to the intended two-dimensional Modular Radiator System Test Condition for
R21 flow twelve tubes 0.020 tnch sheet with 6 tnchthrough on a centers,
Reference 5.
[]-
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• TABLE 3 _
PRESSUREDROP CORRELATIONI-
I PANEL NO. PIN TIN WF-12 APcAL APTEsT ERROR
#I #2 PSIG '_°F 1..bm/.hrPSI PSI _%.
X 167 126 21.4 2.9 2.8 3.6
X 152 118 20.0 2.9 2.5 16.0
......X .... 172 178 18.2 2.1 1.7 23.4
I."
X ........ 123 152 16.9 2.1 1.7 23.4
li X 205 181 23.1 2.8 2.4 16.7
.... L i .Z_L.....1_....___.L__J.l,._......_.,4___I.o___
X I 240 150 26.7 10.4 8_9 16._8.
ir
X 168 157 20.0 lO.l 7.0 43.1
ii...............
, _............_x ...)9_3_....1_ ...._ _8.,5___.....B_4_:_.__I_.2_
" _ ............X......1.34...... 132 .I___6.7_7.__4_.......7_,.2_. ..Z.8__
]:
L PANEL #I - TUBE I.D. = 0.125 in.
PANEL #2 - TUBE I.D. = 0.095 in.
li - CALCULATEDPRESSUREDROP' _ @CAL
APTEsT - ACTUALPRESSUREDROP
_H¢
i PIN " RC PANEL INLETPRESSURE
J L[ TIN - ,_ r,_,,_LI,%ETTE_ERATb"RE
WF.I2 - REFRIGERANT.FL1Z_IRATE
_L i L_
11
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l The overall performance of the system was within expected bounds.
Fig%Ire 13 shows the Coefficient of Performance (COP) measured in the system
I as a function of compression ratio compared to prediction. There is excellent
agreement here; at the low shaft speeds (200 rpm) the efficiency of the
compressor falls considerably below optimum, as the data shows. The predic-
tion is for optimum compressor speed at each load condition. It should be
_" noted that this curve gives COP exclusive of the drive motor. Figure 14
& shows a performance map for the system tested.
i -. The last objective of the test was to demonstrate that swltchover
_, from the single-phase ("radiator") mode of operation to the two-phase ("refrigera-. tion") mode and vice versa could be made routinely without damage to the system.7
Numerous switchovers were made according to the operational procedures developed
; in the test plan, and no difficulty was encountered, nor was any damage to
i_ hardware sustained.
_e
. Finally, a considerable amount of experience in operating the hybrid
1" refrigeration system was obtained.[.
i The systems test is discussed in much greater detail in Reference [ii].
The system tests left unanswered the questions regarding heat transfer
! rate. pressure drop, and flow stability of condensing flow of a wetting fluidin a zero-gravity field. In order to increase confidence in the design, and
to reduce technical risk, it was decided to design an experiment to verify the
ii analyses in simulated zero-gravity.
An investigation of the various means of achieving simulated zero- b
gravity was conducted, and it was decided that the most suitable approach was
through the use of an aircraft flying parabolic trajectories. This aDproach
can produce low acceleration conditions for periods of up to 30 seconds.
The experimental approach which evolved was to film the condensing
! fluid flow with a high speed camera in local regions, and to examine the flow
:_ down the entire length of a tube visually.
The design of the zero-g test apparatus is discussed in detail in
Reference [12]. The system was designed for an operating pressure of 1.72 MPa
(250 psia) at a temperature of 378eK (2200F). with delivery flowrates up to
25 g/s (200 ib/hr). The system was tested operating _.n_teady state at
I
J
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I pressures up to 1.64 MPa (238 psia), and was operated in a transient
up to a _ressure of 2.07 MPa (300 psia) where pressure relief valve
operation was verifi_,_.
Three fused quartz tubes from the lot used in the flow vlsuali-
iT zation apF_rat_, were pressurize_ to failure; all burst at a pressure of
I greater than 13.8 MPa (2000 psia). The freon tank was fabricated to ASME
i unfired pressure vessel code, and was proofed to 4.13 MPa (600 psi). The
gas receiver was designed for a burst pressure of 6.89 MPa (i000 psi) and
i- was proof-tested at 3.45 MPa (500 psi). The structure of the test apparatus
[_ was designed for loads of 16 g's forward _long the longitudinal ayis, 5 g's
down and 2 g's in other directions. Figures 15-20 show the test apparatus
!-
[ in some detail.
The tests conducted on the ze-o-g condensation experiment apparatus
;
) are described in detail in Reference [13], and are also described in
l
Appendix A. The flight tests are described in detail in Reference [I_] and
in Appendix A_ Results of these tests are discuL_sed in Appendices A and B.
U 22
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!I 3.0 CONCLUSIONS ANDRECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 Conclusions
I The primary conclusions of this work are:(i) The _vbrid conventional radiator/vapor cycle heat rejection
system is feasible.
I (2) Operation of a spacecraft refrigeration system is feasible.
(3) Flow regime (e.g., annular, slug, bubble, etc.) in condensing
ql,
i L flow in zero-g can be predicted reasonably well with the Baker plot.
(4) Condensing flow heat transfer rates and friction pressure drops
do not appear to be deg a ed under zero-g conditions, and r reasonably well
predicted using conventional techniques.
(5) Condensing radiator can be designed so that hydrodynamicallystable flow conditions prevail.
3.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made relative to this work:
(i) Additional simulated zero-g experiments should be conductedunder more carefully controlled conditions and with better instrumentation.
(2) Data taken in simulated zero-g conditions should be used to
improve techniques for calculating heat transfer rates and pressure drop. The
photographic data taken in the subject tests clearly shows that the flow
models used in conventional correlations not correct.
&re
(3) Attention should be directed to the practical design of other
system components for use in zero-gravity, including the dry-expansion evaporator
and compressor lubrication, b
U
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I APPENDIX A
I DEVELOPMENT OF A DIRECT COND_SING RADIATOR FOR USE
I IN A SPACECRAFT VAPOR COMPRESSION REFRIGERATION SYST_4
I
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,.LW,,,,AMSDevelopmentofaDirectCondensingq_
S4miO¢ Engineoling Spe¢ia|ist,
Radiatorf UseinaSpacecraftVaporVought Systems D_visic_,Dallas,Texas
(.c.K.,oc,CnmpressionRefrigerationSystem
A,mKiote Pro#_.
01,_ DomWa_ Un_,er_ty, The development and le.is:tnlitv _e_t:ng o/a hybrid _pL_ecra/t he, it reje_twn system thatNodolk, Vo. - -
incorporates a single rad_ztor c,zp_le o/ /unct:ontng as effher _ conventwnal space
rad:,ltor or as ,: condenser in ,I r,/rlger,itwn cycle _ descr_he_t EmpluJs:s ss placed on
¢.L.WIGGINS development o/the rad_,tm" con,ten_er ' R('_, which ts considered to be the most crstgal
g_n_ Eater, component o/the hybrld _ '_tem The selec:wn, aeslgn and/ahrscatwn o/candidate RC
._llil41_ireCorp., confi_uratsons are described together un/h prehmtn41ry i_:rumetrtc analyses necessary to
Cer_,Ga. estabhsh pressure drop. heat transfer and ttow stabshty ct_zractertsttcs Vtrifigatwn
testing In one-g aml _ro-_ en:_zrorrraent_ _ desrc,bed, the bitter cond, t_on be_n_ obtained
by means o/a C-I _ a_rcraft The te_t,ng included flow _su._lI_twn 't e , h_gh-spccd
photography_ of the condensatwn processe_ _,l ,: ptr,zllel channel qt_rt: tube sysl¢_
modehng the RC Repre_entat_t.e quMItat:re photogrqphs are presented Resudts indi-
cate stable flow cond:twns prerqzl /or both one-g ,_nd :ero-g oper,_twn
IlllOilllill heat load in rnannt_l spaeeeralt ha_ not t_.en ne(.mnaa-y to date
T Expendable heat .*.ink., .uch a_ water evaporators and convert-HZ objective of the preaent ._tudy wa.._to develop a tlOliai purrtp_l fluid rttdmt,,r_ have be_n entirely Ideqtmte
condensing space radiator for u_e m a spacecraft vapor e,)mpr_- ll.wever, the following fact,w., e_ther mdlwdually or (oU_-
sion retrq_ratlon .ystem. The pr_ent stud)" wa._ part of a pro- t_wly, may alter the prer.ently satt_faetory ,,ttuation
gram to develop a hybrid spacecraft heat rejection _y_tem with a
l ('on,qruchoti of large space statl¢,.l_ and other structure,
single radiator that coltld function a.s either a conventional _paee
radiator or a.s a conden_r in a refrl#_ratlon cycle, thu. the space c.upled wllh ('lu-termg of many vehwle_ together _uch M In
radiator flow pa._ag_ must be capable of aceonm._lat mg either d4wking a re_upplv vehi('le mr,, a _pa,'e .ration _may drtmaticldly
condensing two-phase flow or _mgle-ph_-se hqmd flow reduce the accex_il,ll_ty of the excellent .pace heat sink at ume_
The ba_lc approach taken involved fe_t|)lltty te_tlng t(, demon- 2 Internal I_)wer requtremet_t._, az.l thu.- heat rejection re,-
•. .trate the operation of the hybrid heat rejection sy..t_m, follow_t quiremenl_, may grow a_ a faster rate than surface avadabtht, for
by development of individual eonl_)nent.- The _rl¢_t erltl('ld _pa('e radmh,r-, particularly on reusable vehici_
.. eomi_,nent was c(_nsldered to be the space ra(hat.r eonden_r :1 Inq_-ttt,,u of contalmnation control con_tr_nta may pr_-
(R(" _,which _ the subje(t of this paper elude the u.e of _ater eval_)rators or like devlem in the vicinity
o[ I_tlOflOlIl._ or earth ob-_PrVallOll experlFliellt,,_
• . I)evelopment of the R(' mclud_l _1, a requirement.. -tudb to
define the hkely configuration of advanced ._pa,,eerM't radmtor_, In add,t.m, fu_qre rodueti,m in .pacecralt I_)wer coats and the
(2) parametric analy.,_e..,(.f R("s to _tabh..h pre._,ure drop, heat avadabihtv of a vapor eonlprt_i-n zua, htne In the vehicle, such
trarmfer, and flow _tabllity eharacteri.tic., ,,I, -ele,.t,on and d,_ a.. m r_entrv vehwles which have large er,_._.-range eM_bthty,
sign o1' candidate i?onfilkn.lratlon% _,_, i'_t|)rleatlon _,[ car,_|idate will tel_d to Inake refrigeration of ,pa_e( ride tnore attrl_ttve
configuration.-, _51 dt_lgrt and fabrication ,,f az_ experu.en_ Refrlgeration.y.tem_ |_con_e nlore a_ttactive in .paceeradt _ the
packa&,¢ for cmetnat(_raphy of condensing t_,,-pha-e flo_, ahd d_lr_l ,'_.lanl ,,utica temperature appr,,aehe._ the eqmvLlent rs-
I t6) verification t_tlng in on_gravtty anti m zer,.g wl'ub fl.xmg diat-r-ink temperature, in which ca.-e the req_lr_l spa_ rl_lmgor
- L,[_ Kt'_lerian trajectories m a ('-135 atrcraJt area L. dra_:at.*alb m_.rea_l ['_uallv _hed_lre_l cuolant tem-perature t- _ dell K, ah.'h L- reqmred m the dehumidiheatton d
IKIIIIII i ,'at, lr_ a_r, and W-_,bly m the ('1 h rem,,val pr, we_ If a rqk_n-
I erable IJe .upp.,rt .y.tem I. tt._l, the hfe _upport system procell,tdrlgeration of the Environmental (',,ntrol ._y-tem , l'.t's heat h,ad rmlulr|t|g c,.,hng t. 4_|dig E" 27_ dell K, I. _mall eom-
-- - pa.'ed to the t,qal heat l,,_| In _tdtt.)n, much o[ the eleetrome
Contrtbtlted bs the Aeroil,ace l)_vt_:,,n .tl_.| prtn.ente,l at the Inter- eqllll)ment _|L. h _, ,',.4,_1 t,, .I) _l de R F "-a6_-:_ll) del K_ could
i _o¢lety Conference on _.nstr,mmental .";_,tems _:. Dlell,,. ( ahf , |_ d_'-Igli_t f,,r hil_tw_ tetz;g_rahlrv ,,persti,,I, Thai- the vehlcl_ '
J,d) 16-19, 1973. o! TMI_ A_atalc_._ _t_ltr_ ,,t MI_H_... _t t..-
alKItgaa .Mantlet'ripe rtwm_tM at A.'.MI: llea,l,i larter'_ Aped 17 hea I,)ad ,,,uhl t_ pa_tl,_,,fwd the- h,'_ tetllper_ttur¢ ,4RJd_ F
1973. PaI_rNo 73-1":'gA._-5 t27_ ,leg K ahd |,lgh _mpera_ure _llll) d_ !" [311 _ K] i
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,,., t,,_,..,,, tim- _ht. ,',mll.P-_.r re:v, m.e,t :t yarned4,. -p+'+',l ,IriS,',... thai IJ-
! ++ +"....+*+"+++,., _" ! it'lativ,,l_ -mill p,,_t1,,n ,,f M., h,+;d I-;ul P_p,.+'t,.,l t,, h,. ri.frig-' ..... ,+ ^ + L\ ermt,'cI <h,-- th,u, IN ,,, II'l'l" hr I" T++ik_'_+'ll'"I th" "hu+th' -r" j bitor}, r.upl+'4 wllh tiN,. f,+,,',.--V_ f,,r huzh i,lh,'le.,'y +I,, I'PIINI¢.I*
:+ ('¢)ml)rP_.-_)r +l.tl P[_+'li.llf ¢ I'll!ItfUg:II +'+HII|IPP--<+F +|P_IKIII'(I li)r
.,. , tit,. retlulrml 1,1+41hind w.,d,l l+N;IS'i* t,, ,q>e];it,, at r,Di:ttlfi_ ,.,]+pl"t|',+
,+I" mIH,VI' |IH),IHNI I|)II +. li ],I ++lld If I- ur,hl,Plx thai ,T ,,,,u],i -ufv,ve
.. _ ] r-;-..---J _ the hqu,,i I,U,,ll,mK ,,I)Pr:du,n v+ifh,,ul <hiilUiK,' [,, ,',,ntra.+t,
+ ? ,++++-+.+,,',+ ....., ,,+..,,,,+ .>..,,.,+.,! -h,t_mg, e-l),','iaIIx :,t l,,v+ -p+' '4 4 u+,h,hl+,,<. ,N.prt.-..r, m 'hldl.
•'" _ ]- m t _____>,_._ f_'ll rt','l|iri_l':llixd._, _++h r+',',l v,Llv,'-, ,h, r, it+Lr) ,++l Y+IIii'+, With
I'PIJ_I V&IVP% (+', hi.h-r,,ii,l Th,' ll'illilri'llll'llt f++r ,lp4+/lill,lll IllC><_: '??,'k":t +,':,+ ..J_
zer<_--gravitv will +d..,,tifft., t ,hi .... ,+iprt ..... N .i.li.,'tl,,rl t +erlerall++,.,
.. m:1 ('tllllprl'*_..¢il'.,_ Ni",P,I ill il.rr,..trlzll +,_q_'rlltl+JIl_ l'ittve _l':iVlty li+'Iq_iti'_!I
hi|+f+l+'atl,,li -_.-ll+fl, - II-w*.v,.r, thP rl+tilr.v lind |ieh-r+,t,_r ,'4ml-Pil. ! kllllllk etl hylrtd clllvellliellel rlldtlttr/vIpir cemllrllellen re-
. _ ll'l_la ly111_ l,re--,+f- ,aft |,e dP-IglLPd t,, ,ibtalll ]Ill)Pil'l_ll,lll i'r, Jfll l[_ll ' H<iwillg
rPff ll(l.rllflt, ¢.itliPr 1[l,_hi 4)ii -,i-I)PfltlPd Ill I|IP ri.fflKl.l..tnt , ,pr fr, mi
• . meetion-, and the hNgh tPiiIl)4Prit|flrl. -Pi'filin WlHiliJ <'oll|Nllff ili,)-t fiN,' fef2iKet,tnt Nt-,.II" "rh,'l,.f,+re, thl...,o ,.f,ml)re..+,r- ,i++ not re.-
of the hind F',,f the -|la, t'P .+hilttll.,Jr})iter, the .piNt <'otl|d be -)4) q,uI,. _rtiVlt'+ :ll lliHlt'II lul_iwail.f_ -X-|PIll% if+It,J, if| fiIcl, ',tWit
_I_| pPI'I'PfH I4+W lPlllp4,lliltlr(' and Tl)-,",() p_'r,'en| high |Pll||prmltlrl + l'(,nl|iFl.-.,,r- hitvl, l)_'_.ll ,i..,P+| Ill luKh Im'Pf,)ri,,ali+'P miLP,'rtlfl _l,hi('h
()[ pimll'+.ml.+ it Iris, t,,lii].)4'llitUl'p ,.hik v+<,uhl mhw,-| +tlway. I,<+ -ll-tttlfl llllVi.l-t, gl'+tVlT.V I'IIVIIi,IIIIIPIII. f4il I)4'114,1|- ili" ;Ill 41| -,P("
• . svadable lit _(IlilP tilli I_', f, lr It ...+])&l'(,,'rNif| ill i.a+l+th ,,rl,lt, alld tit I",,r fea.-ll_lilt?, l,'-.|Ifll_ t,_ |_. ,'iqllJlil'IP,i lli It terr,'.lrlal l'liV|ls+li+
lh(_,+4P limP., flip liilhlil,+r c.oiilt| (ip4+l';ltl . !L_ ti ,'OiIVt'II|IiIIINtl llNIHIp*'Ii 1111'111 ,.<,nllil+i.++._++r -Pli'l'li4+h WIT- Ill+liP 4)11 thP |)+L_i'_ Ill ],}W ,',+.-.t Sill|
fluid,y+_tenl. :lvliihti,ihlx , it ll:t- tii+,qliil ltilil -,llii," i,,llli,rP_.i,r., ililg|li b4,
tiiiniItg_| t,v lifiliid -higllllil it.. -y If'lit ,_lli+rlltllil li+l'|ilii(lllP ,, wl.rl"
Hybrid lySlll 01vIhlllllll lrolrln i.., .,.|t,i "ri,,. ,'.,upr, ..... , -,.I,,,.t,-,I .+<.. 'x'P,.fl,,,..i, xl0.1+l
it'll. I >li+_ll,'- li _clit'lli'lti< + ill thP iiyiili(l ,',HiVi'lilllilial lii,t|ili- I lINI, ill|wit i- lil_rlniillv li-l',| iri liiil_ilii_l,llt" Vltl_ir ,',,ell, ,,)'.il+ni.
tOl' re(rileriitl,lii cxl,lt, heal rPjt.Pll,ill .v+_ll, ili, It.. (,,,lihgllrt.tl [,it h i'+ it i,|lP--,')linlll.r i'i., il,l+,l_'alilil ,'l)lliprt'_._il + llllii rt.i,,| _.'ltl%'lL_
• " Ttit' ,'+lliiprt.-_,il ,,;l+,ritlt+d .ll,.l'i..>£till% fllr, iligll iN+ri.i41u . liller¥ItI+.
the .+plicP ..,IHIIIIP ,_rl,iit+l. I'niqlii. tlt.vt, l,_pnii'lil lift,lilt'in- li--,.-,_- ,llil'i,ll ii vi,,+ir ill |P-ilnl, lli,+llitlinl -i,Illl, lilt .ilt.fitillig ni,xlp
ciated with thi_ lll'vil'l + Ilirhil|e+ fluid liiVt, lllilry t'lllllrlil lind •
trilli.[i,f ,,tJ_+i'+'lli,_li., tllllil,ll! ill,ll'llliillllln Ill ,,vPr+dl,y,t_m pPr-
op4Pralil'l I lli(_|i+ + I I'itil-lPl" pr,w_<iur_, ill liliili|lllil 1,) lht" IL-IIITI Oltt +_ flirll lltill.P
•++ociatt, d with two-phi.re" flow in zer<_g
The nltmle trilll.+fl+r operitlion i,+ t'rii,'ilil h, thl + _lli'l'P.H.', <,[ thi' Tht' ri.frIgi'rali| -t.li+<'ll,,ti tit.. reht:t.,I |c) the lit'<'i-lilll Ill tl'_e li
I+),+_lPnl I)lirilig trlin,,[Pr [rlllti lhP Iltllllti +.qligll<pliil-t . lifO41|. I_, it|it.-- I,r,.hi,','4 +i , , h,w _,,-i + _+iJiliprf_-,,i +, _lliti .+_ rPfrllPrittit 71
ill-171 llti_ .t.h,i,lt.d lili thi, |,tl-i. 4if hltlt0i vall_lr |lii...ill't. tliitli Iht+
tht, ilip<lr i.oln.llrt+-_..+liili iiIo_|t,, ltle <,llliiprl'_.-,ir i- li_l'tl Ill fliri'P
,,iilt'f It,[l'll(t.r,tlll _1{-77, tiitlt+l ,, ll.+t.,l lit .iiuill ll_+.+ilVt, iii.plil+t ,-
liquid litil ill lhP ..+y,_tll_m into the iPl'liillillililll "rhi. till4"rilli,,li
I'_uii'_lt thill, the <.,lffllprelt_}r plinlp hltliid for li +_ll¢lrl durtitl<,n, i %%Lllliill'Plt Ill |)i'll ket.+ ,le.igtiittt I(i'feretwe,+ at ttll| ,if I,aitr
, , NeIenldatIre ,
AL = I-ro_..+.e<.tl,,naluln'llolhqui<| ,l = rilll,, ,,L i,..lii li,.,'eil.r.tl,,|l ,4 (AY_
fit,++ Ilrllvityt,)g. \ ]_1. _ i,rl'._-urv dr,,p per lllll|
f'L i = i't,n_tlllil ill Plilpiricll| Mal- .%'++_ tlll'pltr iilllnhl.l It+tilth |l_r gil._ fl+,ll
lilielh etlulitioli for fril'o i' = llrt.._.irt. _l it.it t) pe In,_llilll.- |,lr
,toll fill'tot ill lilt|lid lll_ Pr = Priildll iitulib_r hquilt - .li
JJ, _ llllixiliiUrll i+tlble tube di- ll_ = ttP+vi_uld._lililli|li'r f,lr lil_ I #jil
hl,_l lilt ill I .till| tip "1 b_III4PI I'f
i{e_ = hqliid-fihn i{*'vn.ld,* llulll- _ - hqlndhhn ||llrklle'_
D. = h.v(trlluhr _liilmeter ,,| g_._ |_.r ._ + iii,+fl.llielitItllelt.llli.ltl
fll)w il' _ rIft|iN|', 1 _ I'lllll(lll('l'
Dl, = hydrllnlic dlilnll4_P |or hq- t = thil'knle.,+ # i llllit{( )( )]uidfdm I' = tfntpt'rltlirl + 101 PL * I_D_ -- irmld4_dmJr_telrOlplpe (' = i;qliili v_p_r ili,l+r't'l,'P Yl*- Jk _ lllC,"l |i'...)'(
II = Im|l, IPIlilm i,! Ilrlvity at |+.'it)' ll, lilltip£ ltrl. lnlb ft I
till levtl It" = tin width
lP/+ ii - |iltlill| II_. titell_+li )
Ih - c.ollver_ioll|lietor X u ¥11pllr tllUl|ll), (7, fl'l ML.II " |lit'lid li IVIYllll°lllill)'
" _ _i - liqmd _olll.ltl_ _ ill|it llreu .%',, _ tli,_-iihll._l fl,,w nl,.ltihi, f.r o = .tirt'll't t41*l_i,lll
liit,4'hliiL,+lll th4p, ll _ ll_lt|l 4tl,, _ flllll'lillll i_l .It',, tille,it llll till-
er - tollii llliwtllt pll' ill,ill Illill hlttiid lllill ltJl,_ ltl,li Itll + ,'lllllli, lli iJl pll.lt_lllllP ditlll
(+'. _ VI_W Rllqil'lllIP I_r lillll| ire,, lilt|ilia#ill ilt.c = [lllirllll41i t_ .li ti ll_t_ Ill ('ill-
/i = hea! Iral_fer rlletth'ient \., - llli>p|Ui_t' fl,lllll ' Illllll|lllli- fl,r I'ti|lllll_i I,| prl'_url dr( i
i = ttwrlilai ,,.it,Ill, tlvil _, lliPitlitlil-Ili lliht+rr hqul,| IIl . - nlal._, flt,lrlile ,t_ ltqt_l_,
+ " '+ "'|""'"""'""+'""'<'|" """" "....." """<it" (-qr
t i,ili,|leli.illl |lPlill| I ||l,'li i" Ilirtl+llt.lil t_ - ----%0 ]IM:_-- ----pl Jt J
t_ i.. I. _ h'lllll il (_1"_
" I)rl+-.lirv llrl)p lii'r tlflll lt|llell, ¢ L* ill dyllr inl
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_. mm). Thissmalldiameterisdesirablebecauseit;(a)isthe of>- X = G_ (7)
_: t timum diameter for conventional radiator operation; (b) favors Gr
I[ system operat;ng stability because of a smaller fluid inventory
i in the condenser; and (c) requires a smaller accumulator for the and
operating mode changeover, since the fluid inventory is smaller.
For these reasons, the flow regime for the 1/8-in. (3.18 mm) tube X _ l/L, (8)
"7" was explored further.
mt The approach used to predict the flow regimes expected within it is possible to solve for Gl./G_ as a function of Lc by combining
the condenser tubes was based upon the experiments of Baker equations (6), (7), and (8)
[10]. His results are presented in the form of a flow regime map,
shown in Fig. 6, and are based upon adiabatic two-component, Gz L, - lf_w ___ l
• _ two-phase flow. Since two-component, two-phase flaw results _ = , (9)
have frequently prov_ to be applicable to single component,
two-phase flow systems, it was considered that use of Baker's
" " flow-regime map was justifiable. This method is based on the This then defines L, as a function of G,/_. This function is
pax_metere: shown on Fig. 7, and it indicates that for a 1/8-in. (3.18 ram)
• • diameter tube, a transition to slug flow will occur at about 1/2
[(p,)fpL_] I/: of the condensing length, and that plug flow will occur at about• " _ ffi 0_0 5 \62.3// (4) 0.9 of the co densingl t .
Thus, these analytical results indicate that annular flow will(G)r/i_. (5) not existdown the entirelength of the condensing section.Ib = L \ PL / / Possibly as a result of similer analyses, many authors [6, 8, 16,
and 17] have suggested that tapered tubes axe necessary to pro-
and plots of G,,/)_ versus GL)qb/G,. Fig. 7 shows a Baker Chart duce stable flow in zero-g condensation. They reason that re-
. • with various flowrates for a l/8-in. (3.18 mm) tube plotted on it. ducing tube diameter in the direction of the flow increases the
in the condensing flow case G, = S(GL), and if it is assumed that vapor velocity, thus helping prevent bridging of liquid across the
quality varies linearly along the condensing length, then tube. It has also been suggested [6] that the use of orifices in
since each tube at the liquidmanifold would produce a more stable
flow. These approacheswere demonstrated to have merit by
Gr -- G, + G_ (6) Soliman [6]. However, in the present work the tapered tube was
judged too difficult to produce, and introduction of orifices was
found to increase the pressure drop appreciably
100l _i& • 20 iBM/JR / jf It is possible for stable slug flow to exist, of course [11]. This
i W,V/ seems to be a paxticulariy reasonable expectation for smalldiameter tubes, where capillary action is significant. Work dor,eon slug flow by Suo [t'2, 13] indicates i,hat stable transition to
i k/ / that work, the flow in low quality regions of the tubes presently
z° [ A #/ / under consideration should be in a region of dominant capillary
_ ["[ "4"ff/o4r_ "f7 _ "_'_.- action,particularlywhen under zero-gravitycondltions.OnIo thisbasisitwas decidedto usestraightubeswith no orificesfor
' __?_sT_ the initial testing, and to resort to the use of orifices only if it
._ were demonstrated that stable flow could not be achieved without
,_ _ them.
Prlssvrl Drip Compldlltions. _ccurate prediction of two-phase
flow pressure drop in tubes is extremely difficult, and requires
knowledge of the flow regime along the entire tube. However,
li # # # i the most widely used technique for predicting two-phase flow in
l0_ l0a _04 tubes is that of Martinelli [14], which lssumes that the pressure
Re L - LIQUIDFILMREYNOLDSNO drop of the separate liquid and gas phases are equal, and makes
Fie. It tlllrllllmlmlc liillilit¢ cdticta no assumption regarding the specific flow configuration. Mar-
tinelli's predictions assume that the flow is steady and that an
annular, dispersed flow pattern exists [15]. A computer routine
which calculates a steady-state flow and thermal balance on a
t--L_---£.._._ --'/........ _11]' " .............. single RC tube was developed for use in RC panel design This
['-"x"x I..... "_'_'-_'_-_'_'--__:_'_-t[ ...............routineisdescribedbrieflyin Appendix A. It usesa modified
,._--------N_-_---.._.I._ ----n._ ,,, ,..... '. version of the Martinelli approach (described in Appendix B) to
.... _"--_"_--"-4' _-. I'_,
,t--_.r---__ - __ ---'---_. i " compute the two-phase flow pressure drop in the tube. The
, ; _ stabilily parameters are also computed in this routine. Total
_Ji "" '......... tube pressure drop is calculated by u_e of l)arcy equation for the
"l
..... _+...... ,o ,:,:-,:;- ,.--,. single phase regions.
"," Results of the pressure drop analysi., are _hown in Fig. 8.
I i These result._ indicate that the 1 S-in. (3.1_; mm Iand larger tubes
N vmht a pre_ure drop which is within the required range of le._s
than 4 psi (28 kPa/.
'T ']< ' ...... Heat Transfer. As descrllied in Apl)endix A, lhe c_)niputer rou-% _
i , :_.L.:._ , "' fine calculated stead v-,tale heat Iran,fer for -niall elements of
L
....' ..... the tube in ,e(itlence ah*nl the enlire tubt, lenglh The fsnuhar
Ii I, F ¢tlldlnilng hit Wllniil¢ Illtlw rlghlll I_mltitlla in kksr Ihll_ 1)illu--lloeltel eqdallon wa, u-ed for delerlllinltltOll of heal Irans-
i Jourllllof [nlinierinl lot Induslry _ov_,_e_ _,_a 1057
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Both RC panels were made from 0.063-in. (1.6 nun) thick 5052 AI
• . fer coe$cient._ in the turbulent single-phase flow regions of the sheet, with extruded 6063 AI tubes. The tube diameters were
tube (Re > 2000) X/8-in. (3.18 ram) I.D. and 0.095-in. (2A ram) I.D. of configure-
\/(_ tionsshowninFig.10. Al-in.(_.54em)I.D.gashsaderanda: A = 0.023 k Re0 ,p0., (10) l/2-in. (1.27 cm) I.D. liquid header were usedon both radiators.
and Tiff ProFlm
_ k Threeseriesof tests hsvebeen conductedand a fourthis
h = 3.66 _ (11) planned. The first tests involved the complete hybrid radiator/
refrigeration system in a space environment simulator (SES).
was used for laminar flow (Re < 2000) _ h4tstw It_ I_1_ Tu_,I. Fig. 11 shows the
Several techniques are available for calculating the heat trans- test set-up with the two radiator panels mounted back-to-back in
the SES. The panels were tested sequentially and eich wasfer coe_cient in condensing flow [18-20}. However good agree-
tested in the radiator and the vapor cycle modes. There werement was not found among these approaches. In this case,
the condensing heat transfer (hA) term is one or two orders of also numerous mode transfer operstious made during the coume
of the test.
magnitude greater than the radiation (UA) term, so great ac-
curacy in the eonJensi,g heat .ransfer coefficient is not required. Fig. 12 compares measured and predicted RC panel tempera_
The method of Akers and Rosson [9] was selected for use in this tures along the length of the panel for two flowrates. These re-
work, primarily because it was available in ceded form from stilts are typical and demonstrate the gtmersl good agreement be-
another computer routine, tween predicted and measured results that was obtained. The
It was planned to design for a minimum area radiator, rather knee in these curves indics_ the point where condensation is
than a minimum weight radiator, so radiator fin efliciencies of complete. The point of ocmplete condensation is about the
0.9 [24] were considered. For the 0.063-in. (1.6 ram) thick
aluminum plate selecteA for the radiator (on the basis of es_ of
fabrication) 1.his resulted in an g-in. (20.3 ram) tube spacing.
For the 72-in. (1.83m) wide panel, this results in 9 parallel flow l_ ........... -_
paths. The radiators were coated with 3M Black Velvet Paint, --r
which was assumed to hsvean emittance, _, of 0.9.
Results from the routine are given in Fig. 9, where required
condenser tube length is plotted against inlet saturation pressure
(and temperature) with inlet temperature as a parameter for , _,
various flowrates. These results show that a 12-ft (3.66 m) tube _,_.,.0. _._°""_,_."_*
will provide complete condensation for a flowrate of 20 Ib/hr-tube ,.._J_
_,i,,(__ (2.52 g/s-tube) in a l/8-in. (3.18 mm) tube with an inlet pressure
of 220 psi (1517 ken) and an inlet temperature of 250 dq¢ F
i (394.4 deg K). The results _ show that the required tube ....... -'_ ......... //-''" .....
. length increases with increasing inlet temperature, and decreases _ I/ "*'1.............//t"" _;'_
; with increasing inlet pressure(tl_t is, with increasing saturation _ _ .........
/ temperature). ._1_--__ _,.. "-_-'_,,,
,*ill _|t _¢t
lMiet_/Ceade_le¢PendO_lla. Ba_d on the foregoing analy-_ sis th radiator configuration shown in Fig. 10 was evolved. It _ ,_..=_.L
i was decided to test two RC panels with different diameter tubes. I_11.tO ledts_/,_,d_/ NOV|MI|R 1973
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same in both predictions and data; however, the data do not 60 2 4 6 8 10 12
show as abrupt a change in t_mperature as the analysis. The DISTANCEFROMINLET- FT.
analysis is undoubtedly weak in the transition region, since it
assumes ammlar flow throughout the entire two-phase flow Fig. 12 Comparison Qf predlct*d and ms=sure4 mdh=tor/ceMonm_
region. Predictions of flow regime, however, indicate that slug pantl lemper=ture proAIts
flow develops, but there is no suitable heat transfer correlation
available for this region.
Pressure drop predictions are compared with test data in Flow Visualization and Zere.ti Testlnll. The SES tests yielded
Table 1 These results are especially good since prediction of good system perform_mce data; but it was difficult to obtain in-
two-phase flow pre&_ure drop is usually only accurate to about 60 sight ;Lto (_he nature of the two-phase condensing flow with the
percent [15]. In this case not only was the two-phase flow pre._- resulting temperature and pressure drop data. The most direct
sure drop predicted, but, also the two-phase flow length was in- method of obtaining this insight is by visualization of the flow,
eluded in the prediction. The predictions are consistently high, and use of very high speed photography to slow the action to a
and this may be due to the flow regime model used in the analysis point where it can be observed. Vi,_ualization allows positive
which considered annuls] flow to the transition point. If this identification of the flow regime enc(_untered, It also clearly
is true, then the liquid bubble type flow may have a lower pres- chows if there are any gross instabilities, such as oscillation of the
sure drop than annular flow. In any event, *,he Martinelli liquid leg or similar phenomena. In addition, it provides data
assumption of equal pressure drops for each phase is not true for on liquid surface wave frequency and amplification which can be
plug orlargebubble type flow. used to upgrade mstability theories. Also, da_ under =ero-K
Another element of the test involved elevation and depression conditions were desirable to provide confidence tha_, the RC
of the outlet of the panel to simulate 0. l-g acceleration along the panel wouh_ perform a._expected
axis of the radiator. No flow instability was evident from this For these re.o,sons, a test program involving siumlated =ero-
teat,. Against the adverse gravity, the condenser pressure in- gravity conditions produced by a C-135 aircraft flying trajec-
creased and the condensing length decrer_sed, corresponding to a tortes such e_,,shown in Fig. 13 was initia/_l. This type of simu-
lo_ger liquid leg, while in the downward flow case, the condenser lation produces a low-acceleration field for 15 to 20 sac, and has
pressure decreased and the liquid leg was shorter, been used extensively by Namkoong and others in studiee of
Table 1 Pr_surl drep t_t dale comparllea with prsdlcliens
[ '1 FL_ SAXl
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nonwetting flow for use in design of spacecrafL power plant RC _"
panels [21-23].
The time interval for establishment of any change in condi-
" " tions is short, but this should be sufficient for any hydrodynamic
changes to the flow From Dennington [8], the time for a
_urface in a tube to obtain a new equilibrium shape when it
moves into zero-gravity is
O = L Ro__z (12)
• - 2o'g=
Thus, according to equation (12), the time required for the sur-
face in a 1/8-in. (3.18 ram) ID tube to move 6-in. (15.24 cm) is
• . 0.66 sac.
The time for establishment of new equilibrium thermal condi-
tions is le.,s well defined, hut the change in thermal conditions
was believed to be of such small magnitude as to have only a
second order effect on the flow pattern.
The flow visualization experiment was designed as shown
schematically in Fig. 14. R-12 is stored in a tank which can be Fill. 16 Zcro-gcondqmamflone_qNwtmqml apleNtY*
heated to provide the desired system pressure. Liquid R-12 is
withdrawn from the tank and put through an electric heater ........................
al¢_ _¢_ mGmm
whereitisraisedtothedesiredtemperaturelevel.The R-12 [__.',_.'4_.__...r HI,,.... "°_ _-_'-.........- - --'=-- "_"then flowsto a gas receiverwhich damps out any pressure [i._f,t,::i_,._.._.= -_: ......._ ... 4t,_-
fluctuationscausedb: flashingintheheater.Itthenflowsinto
a heater with three parallel tubes made of fused quartz, down the Fill. 17 Sk_lchd_aicflng hfpical mapd ¢emhmsi_l Iwe_kmte Ilow re-
lim_ _bl41_rv_l
2'hg 2'hg
--lg----.--_4q__Og._._J.__q_J¢4,__ .1,__ 8-ft (2.44 m) length of the tubes, and then overboard. Thecool-
, c s%c 2s c. IsS_cmI ing medium is water which is stored in two bladder tanks pres-
35 -_ [ IHOLD0g I I surized by aircraft nitrogen supply. The water flows in parallel .
ACCELERATETO/ I TOS00owe I I with the R-12 in a channel comprised of 1/2-in. (1.27 cm) thick
525 KNOTS (270 M/S) ..._._ J ] END AT plexiglass,a showninFig.15.
TRUE AIRSPEED I I ( / ['_.! J 24.000-
jj _,o _ 126.00OFT The c_)mplctc experiment package is shown in Fig. 16. The
_I. _ %_,_ _US_OVER "_/17_00-7_00u) high speed caraeras are mounted on optieM benches which permit
_-'r_':-_'__ _ them to be moved along the a:ds of the tubes. Two camera_
STARTAT INITIATE2'/_gPULLUP 2'h9PULLOUT take motion pictures of the outside R-12 tubes, while a third
24.000FI TOS0°CLIMBANGLE camera photographs a!l three tubes from above. The flow
(7300M) passages and the optical benches are shock mounted to damp out
Fig. t$ Aircraftzerogravitymaneuver allvibrationsaboveafrequencyof12IIz.
As indicatedinFig.14,theRC panelwith0.095-in.(2.4ram)
ID flowpassageswas alsoincludedintheaircrafttesting.It
'_"_'_' ............ ":._._,._',_..... was instrumented with 27 thermocouples, 4 absolute pressure
........._,, _ ___"_'- transducers, and 5 pressure drop transducers. Heat was re-
Jt i H (_ _ ,, jected from it to the cabin atmosphere and surroundings.
- _ It I II I':°t&',l:¢?,_o_.7:_, o_,_...... The visualization experiment indicates that the two-phase
.......--, .--o,,I[ '.. tl "- '-- _ ".....' ""_ flow regimesdown the tube areasshown in Fig. 17. There is a
...... ;_;7_o':"L *.... 't,'::O:;,',T'2_, considerable amount of wave action on the liquid film from the
{__,_&, earliest observable point. The flow gradually develops large
"_ l'*iI _'""-_--_ _ ¢_,::_::: waves whicheventuallybridgethetubeandisolatelarge vaporc_
.**._, " _ u ..........'_,.... bubbles.Thesebubblesflowrathersteadilydown the tube,
_ :'L'........ '*:_ _ "_. _ A "_''''L: ..... while growing steadily smaller until they are finally extingnished.
................ [#J [_3_"_-_ This same flow pattern prevails over most of the range tested,
...... •o, ...... :. -', that is, from 5 ib/hr-tube (0.63 g/s-tube) to 20 Ib/hr-tube (2.52
,_, ,,_,, ............................._o , o, ,,._.,,_,o,,=, g/s-tube). At 5 lb/nnr-tube (0.63 g/s-tube), it appears that the
:,2......... ,,,'............., , ,,.,_, ,=. flow is initially stratified, rather than being annular.
.,o..,... ...... The flow is steady in appearance, and there is no sharp
boundary between the condensing region and the pure liquid "
Fig.14 Testapparatusi_ewsch_mqdic region.Onlyminoroscillationsof theliquidlegwereobasrved,
The fluidinventoryinthetubegiveeeveryindicationd being
remarkablyconstant.
_. _,,,o,_s_oou._,z,_. been quite erratic, but it appears that there are no significant
H*G_p[[o _OVA
c,_=_, pre_ure fluctuations. During the portion of this trot where the
outlet end of the tubes were r_ised to represent an adverse pre_
sure gradient, the liquid leg length increased by 100 percent.
However, the preeeure instrumentation wM not operative at _ ';
'_'*'_'_'_ _-.._,_,_o. time, so preeaure chani_ could not be recorded. High-epeed _,
c.,_ photography of the flow indicates it is not subetantially 0d[oeted i
Pll. I$ Flew Imom_leen_qemom by the adverse gravity gradient.
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Fig. 18 shows a sequence of photograpl_s of the flow at different along the length of a single tube of the radiator atarting _t the
stations along the tube; the photographs were not taXen at the inlet as shown in Fig. 19. It is assumed that there is an adiabatic
same time, but are at essentially the same conditions. This mid-point in the fin between the tubes, and that all tubes are in a
sequence illustrates typical flow conditions observed in one-g, similar environment. This appendix describes the computei'
and in zero-g, routine very briefly.
In zero-g the flow appears to be more annular in nature than in
one-g, with a noticeably smaller liquid film on the bottom of the
tube. Bubbles in the flow tend to be centered in the tube, In[lilt Data
rather than riding along the top of the tube as they do in 1-g. (3 Inlet fluid flow conditions
Also, the length required for condensation appears somewhat -- Temperature
shorter than in the one-g condition. Additionally the flow has -- Pl_uie
the same stable character in zero-g as was observed in one-g. -- Flowrate
O Environmental conditnons
-- Sink temperature, T,
Conclusions -- Fin audace emittance,
The primary conclusions reached in this study were that a © Radiator geometry
hydrodynamically stable RC can be designed for operation with a -- Internal flow passage diameter, D
spacecraft refrigeration system, and that a hybrid conventional -- Fin thicknev_, t
radiator/vapor cycle heat rejection system is feasible. -- Fin width, W
-- Tube length, L (The routine will continue to incre-
ment length until condensation is complete if a
Acknowledgments zero is input for length)
This work was sponsored by NASA-Johnson Spaceflight Center (3 Computation parameter
(JSC) under Contract NAS9-12055, with Mr. Burrell French as -- Element length, AL (Normally 0.01 ft [3 ram] was
the Technical Monitor. used )
The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of Mr. IL R. -- Output frequency *long tube l*.ngth (usually &-in.
Howell, who conducted the hybrid system feasibility tests, Mr. [15.24 cm] or 1 ft [30.48 cm] wca used)
Dave Baskett, who designed ._tndsupervised construction of the
hybrid system test, and Mr. Jim Gilchrist who designed and InternalComlmlaUons
supervised fabrication and checkout of the zero-g experiment
package. The routine was specificially set up for refrigeumt 12, and it
In addition the a_athorsacknowledge the efforta of Mr. Taylor calculated all required fluid properties such u aaturation pres-
Moorman of NASA-JSC, who was responsible for the high speed sure, viscosity, sud_ce tension, etc., at the required temperature.
photography and Mayors. Gordon ._pencer of NASA-JSC and Don The sequence of computations was as follows:
(Iriggs of Wright-Pattersop Air For_e Base, who a.ss,sted in con- (a) Physical properties of fluid based on element inlet con-
ducting tests on the simulated zero-.gflights, ditiona.
(b) Heat trander coefficient based on the method of Akern
• and Roeson [19]. It was conaidered to be retsonable to _tart
'*'1 A P P [ N 0 1 X A with the heat transfer coefficient and to not iterate by re-com-
puting heat transfer coefficient after liquid film thicknem ia
CondensiNg RadiatorAnnlysisCompulorRoutinn estabhshed, because the fin radiation hent traader dominatm the
A c_,ntputer routine wa._ written ft_r the purp_e of analyzing heat transfer process. Large clumge_ in the fluid heat trmuffer
condensing twt_phs._e flow in a space r_diatar. The routine coefficient have little effect on the over-n heat tramder rate.
pr_,vide_ a steady-state sohttion, which ns generated by doing (c) Heat trtumferfrom the fin, and steady atate temperaturm
_ucce_iw, qeady-state heat transfer analy_ on small elements are computed.
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ae_laeatlc r,rj _.. The correlation assumes that an annular dispersed flow pattern
,I_Dpo,nt / / ._ exist-, with no knowledge of other flow conflguratmn details
_ -_ being reqmred
Tbe key to the approach is the identification of a flow modulus,
6, which accounts for the geometry of the flow, as well as relative
, " motion or slip effects between the liquid film and the gas core.
. The flow modulus can be defined as
AL
a - -- (13)
_w_b1" i DL'
However, the quantsties AL and DL cannot be directly deter-
mined, in general.
_" In this study, aetability evaluation of the two-phase flow was
Fig. 19 Itdiator/cond_sor mmityqcel mdel desired, and this required a knowledge of the liquid film thick-
. ness. The most stable flow patt,..n, and thus the most desirable,
was srmular flow. If the annular flow were stable, then, in a
- (d) If the fluid temperature drop puts it below the saturation zero%,tavity environment, it is possible to express a in terms of
temperature, the fluid temperature is set at the saturation tern- the liquid f.'.m thickness, 5. This is because _ Js the same all
" " perature, _nd ma_s transfer from the vajx_r to the liquid state is around the tube periphery, which it would not be in one-g, or if
calculated, the flow were le_s stable.
(c) Pressure drop is computed using the Darcy equation in The method for calculating pressure drop and film thickness is
single-phase flow, or u.qng the modified Martinelli approach de- developed as follows from reference [14]:
• - scribed in Appendix B for two-phase flow• Liquid film thickness
in two-phase flow is calculated a_ described in Appendix B (AP) (AP) {D,_'"(f) L,quid film Reynolds number and Weber number are A-L r-e ffi _ , \_] (14)
computed.
• . (g) Step_ a through f are repeated for each element of the For turbulent gas and turbtflent liquid
tube in _quence. [_'DP"" s(h) The total radiator pre'. re drop is computed. = _.s ffi (1 + a'V'.X.'/') * * (15)\b-;,/
OutputOa | For viscous liquid and turb'dent gas
Results are output at specified locations along the tube length
as follows: (D,_':
. . Fluid temperature _k_] - _,2 " (1 + ,'_I/"X.,V')I (16)
Tube temperature
Liquid film thickness where
Gas Reynolds number
Liquid Reynolds number X.. (#__L¥ '" (p__¥" ( cbL)i i W ber number \/_./ \ l.I _-, (17)
Gas flowrate
Liquid flowrate CL p_ __L _'_ (I 8 )
Incremental pressure drop X. - _. (Re.)-*.' pL #. W.
In addition, the following are output f_r the tubes:
In thh study the gas was always turbulent (i.e., Re > 2000), and
Outlet temperature the liquid transition Reynolds number was I000.
. . Outlet pressure For the assumed perfect annular flow
Total pressure drop _k
Condensation length DL - 26 (19)
" APPENDIX B D,- D,- 26 (2o_
Dp- 5
ModiledMartinelliMetlledfir CalculationelTwo.Phase a - -_-- (2_
HawPressureDropandLiquid-filmTldcknussQo
Prediction of pressure drop f._r two-phase condensing flow in De a + I
...... (22)
.. a space radiator requires a _uttable analytical model of the flow. D, a - 1
When two pha.,ues flow concurrently in a tube they can assume
t._ 4o man._ complex flow patterns, as shown on Fig. 3. To accurately Sub_titutingequation (22)into equation (15)
predtc! two-phase flow pressure drop, msth,.matical models
o. ba.,ed ,,n a particular flow pat,crn are requir_J, since no single (a + 1_'* ,
, correlation or mathematical model era, _ovet all possible flow \a----l/ - (i + * X.' 'P' (23)
,_ pattern.-, I)ue to the c.mplexitie_ revolves in - purely mathe-
matical analysis, erpenmentatmn ts used to obtain solutions.
A well known correlation wa._ developed hy Martinelli 114], in which reduces to
g whi('l_ _he p_,.-m'e drop of each phase was considered equal, and 6.35
_*] d_ _'ol'relttllng parameters were derived from relations governing the X. - *---_-_(.__ (24)pre,_.ure (ho I) _,f ea_,h ()f the phs..,e._ as if it were flowing alone. ("
I 1062 _ov_.,_, .r,_ TramaldieaseftlieASlill
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Abstract
High-speed photographs w're taken of the flow condensation of refrigerant-12 in small di_eter quartz
tubes (3 _). Photographs obtained under l-g conditions pe_itted comparison of the flow regimes with
the Baker chart predictions. Qualitative comparisons with other photographs taken under zero- s conditions
appear to indicate no significant reduction of heat transfer under zoro-g conditions.
INTRODUCTION
i .
The present study I was undertaken as part of a If it is essential to predict flow regimes, so that
broader program to develop a hybrid spacecraft heat heat transfer, pressure drop and stability charac-
rejection system, i.e. one in which the radiator teristics may be more accurately predicted, it must
could function either (I) conventionally with first be determined whether existing flow regime
slngle-phase liquid flow through the radiator tubes maps, such as the Baker chart [2], accurately per-
or (2) as a condenser in a vapor compression refrig- tray the flow regimes occurring in the given system
eration cycle, capable of accomodating two-phase over the range of operating conditions. Flow
condensln_ flow, The impetus for the development regime maps are available in the literature for
_f su(h a ny_r!d syste_ originat*_s principally both horizontal and vertical flows [2-3]. Garter-
from tr_e trend toward internal power requirements ally these maps have been developed for boiling
_: of spac_ vehicles growing at a faster rate than the systems or for two-phase, two-component cyst ass
surface availability of space radiators. Feasi- (e.g. air-water), which have often been obtalnod iv
bility studles 2 indicated that a vapor-compression rather large diameter systems. Whether or not th_
refrigeration system could reduce radiator surface flow regimes predicted by such maps have any
requirements significantly ill some _pp'icstions. validity under O-g conditions should be est,blished
by the present tests. Appropriate modifications to
While unique developmental and system operational such maps, together with the related predictions of
problems are associated with the successful opera- system perforlulnce, may be required.
teen of such a hybrid system [I], addltiorml
possible problems related to two-phase condensin_
flow processe_ (within the radiator/condenser
(r/c) panel) in a zero-gravity environ=ent must PREVIOUS ZERO-G INVESTIGATIONS
else be accurately evaluated and predicted. The
broad objectives of the present study were (I) to One of the earlles_ investigations of condenelnS
experimentally det _ine operating characteristics processes in zero-gravity conditions was conducted
of s full-scale multi-channel radiator/condenser by Feldmnnls [4], who made temperature, pressure.
panel, with refrigerant-!2 (R-12) as the working and photographic measurements of forced convection
fluid, in i- and O-g envlrorunents, (2) to establish condensation of distilled water in a slnRle,
and/or modify parameters and correlations capable tapered, tube, with a 1.74 ca inlet i.d. He re-
of predicting heat transfer, pressure drop. and ported an increase in condensate temperature durin6
stability chal_cterlst_cs of such systems in 0-g low gravity conditions that may have been caused by
environments, reduced condensation heat transfer coefficients,
possibly attributable to the absence of gravity
In order to help achieve these objectives photo- forces actinB to remove the condensate fi TM frog
graphs of the two-phase flow condensation phenomena the cooled surface within the tube.
occurring in the condenser tubes under both l- and
O- S conditions were desired. This information was Two studies of significance, tnvasti|atl_ the flow
obtained by high spied ph_tographe of R-12 conden- condllllltiOn of I non--wettlng fluid (mercury) in
sins in • system of three quartz tubes connected in ruben, were conducted by Albers and Hacoeko [5] a_
parallel and modelled thermally and hydrodynaalcally _mkoon6, et el. [6]; both studies employed a Wavy
L_ after ths r/c panel. AJ-2 bomber flyi_ s [eplerian trajectory to attain
the 01 envircn_nt. Tube sises renSed fros 0.686
The present paper concerns itself primarily with to 1.245 ca i.d. Nalkoons, et el. [6] reported a
the photographic measurement and analysis of con- concentration of drops on the tube bottem and a
densation phenouena in a 11 field. Also. some shallow slopina interface under 1-| condition,
_i _- qualitative comparisons are made with photographs while in a 0--| enviromRnt the drops were unifonmly
taken in 0-$. Q_an. itetive comparisons with O-g distributed and the interface was vertical. _lbers
behavior are to follow as more 0-$ photographic and Hacosko reported that (I) measured overall
i data become available, static pressure drops at two mast flow rates wereessentially the same for 1- and 01 conditions, and
i" 236
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I (2) the Lockhsrt-_rtlnelli parameter _g •nd the ......... -._,---_--
two-pha•e flow pres•ure gradient were affected
negligibly by gravity, •s a18o were the fog-flow
I correlations.In the •tudy related _ost cloJely to the pre•ent
one, Sollman and Beranson [7] studied flow conden-
i sates• of fresh-113 in a transparent multi-tube _,_--,,. "'._',._
condenser. Both tapered and con•tant-dlameter -._.
tubes were studied, the latter co•taints S twisted "_-'*'_-
tape and wire in some cases. Tube diameters ranged
from 0.335 to 0.595 cm i.d. The gravitational el- _'_"*'_
feces studied, however, wer_ those attslned frou _=_ _?,_operating the condenser in positi ns rangir_ fro• = .....
d. • +90-degree position (condensing dmmward•) to •
-90-degree position (condensing upwards).
Fig. 3 TEST APPARATUSFLOWSCH_SATIC
E_ERIHEhTAL gQUIP_/_IT type heater. The liquid R-12 withdra_.m from the
tank bottom passes through an electrical he•rinK
"" Three teat article• were _abrtc•ted--two full-scale •y•te_ where the R-12 i• superheated to the desired
radiator/condenser (r/c) panels, (Figure I) and s degree. The heater is designed with a tortuous
.. •y•tam of three parallel-connected fused quartz pathway •ystea •o that centrifugal forces mtintain
tube• (Figure 2) nodelled thermally and hydro- the liquid refrigerant in contact with _he heater
" dynamically after r/c panel somber 2. The r/c walls during weightless intervals. The R-12 then
panel number 2 was intended to provide quantitative flow• to a gas receiver •o that any pressure fluc-
engineering data in 1- and O-S conditions, while tuatiot_s caused by flashing in the boiler may be
• " the transparent quartz-tube fixture was intended to damped out.
paralt high-speed photographic analysts of the two-
phase condensation phenomena, also under I- end O-g The superheated R-12 vapor flow is then directed to
condition•. Testis s was perforued initially on the either the r/c panel or to the transparent tube
ground, with both horlzont•l and inclined flow fixture. In either case the exitlng liquid R-12
pal•age orlent_tions, and additionally in an air- passes through a flow netering velve which main-
craft flyin 8 0-g trajectories, rain• the flovr•te at the de•fred level 2.3-9.1
ksm/hr. The condensed R-12 i• then either dumped
The transparent quartz tube •yaten t• shivs in the overboard or to the atnosphere, dependln_ upon
system •chelatic, Figure 3. The co•den•inS fluid, whether flight tests (0-_) or 8round tests •re
R-12, is stored in a 75.7 liter tank that can be being conducted.
heated to provide the desired system operating
vre••ure (0.0984 to 0.266 k6f/sm2) by an inner•ion- The quartz tube fixture i• cooled by water (Figure•
2, 3) stored in two 53-liter tanks in a closed loop
parallel flow systen (though in some initial teats
an open coolant •y•ten was employed). The water
temperature in the tanks ranged from Z5.6-26.7°C,
while the nominal flo_rate w•• h5.6 ksu(a)/hr.
The u_xtmm temperatur• rise of the water was 170C.
The inlet R-12 temperature ranged from 47.2 to
86.7°C while pressure• ranged fron 0.110 to 0.179
" "'=" ksf/..2.
Instrument•ilia on the Cr&naperent tube fixture b
u_'_'m slon theruccouple•) and pressures of the R-12,
_' together with AP meuurement• across the qt_rtx
tube assembly. The Inlet and exit tam,stature of
'_,,.ee _,, N,, the water system were also us•Stored by Inmerelon
,_m_u, _ thermocouple•. Four surface teuper•ture r_asure-
_nts of the plexlala• flow channel were also made.
Flowrate measurements of both system• were asde
Fig. I LU)IATOR/CONI)ENSER PANEL DESIGN with turbine flou meter•, while a rotmter yea
employed in th• w•ter system for 1- 8 test•.
_ 7_ m''"m"_" high speed cmrae (operated at 2000-7000
_,. frm•/•econd) and • Ic_ spied camera (400
frms/second). The lo_ speed camera yes mounted
8o an to view all three tubes from above, per-
. . uittin 8 observ•t_on phsnosmna within the persllel
_._,_ system. All three cameras were mwunted on opticalbenches that permitted rspt_ repo•ittonl_ •lon_
_. the lenmth of the tubes. The hlRh speed cmsora•
viewed the transparent fixture from the side, as
! FiB• 2 FLOW VISUALIZATION APPA_A_S shown it,Figures 2 and 4.
v.
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b. F_g, 6 (c) WAVY-ANNULARFLOW
Fig. 4 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING ASSEMBLY
RESULTS
"* The types of flow regimes observed are shown sche o
matzcally in Figure 5. This figure has been
Fig, 6 (d) SLUG FLOW
• " Fig. 5 SCH_'KATICOF CHARACTERISTIC FLOW REGIMES
developed after examination of numerous hlgh-speed
pho_ographs taken at periodic intervals along the
condenser tube's length. The tube inside diameter
upon which these results are based was 2.62 _.
Flow rates of the condensing R-12 ranged from
2.3 to 9.1 kgm/hr, corresponding to G values of
42.2 to 168.9 x IO_ kgm/m2-hr. Inlet t_peratures
varied from several degrees superheat in some eases
to saturation temperatures. Over the range of
variables znvest_gated no substant/al differences
were observed rn the qualitative illustration of
flow patterns dep.cted zn Figure 6.
Fig. 6 (e) gLONGATEDBUBBLYFLOW
Fig. 6 t'HAKALTERISr[C FLOW PATTERNS-
(a) ANNUlaR FLOW
Fig. 6 (f) ISOLAfED BUBBLE FLOW
Figure 6 consists of photogrephs of the conden-
- _ sation processes occurring under the condlt.ons of
a no_lrml syste_ pressure of 130 psta. $how_ in
L _" sequence are (a) ripply annular flow, with the
liquid fil_ distributed essentially unifomly along
thetubew.ll.,b,.nnular.tra,,,i ,lo..with.%
"*._ preponderance of the liquid flow alonl the tube
_L -_:-.... , _._z,,_r_,_,_ bottom due to grevttattonal actt.n, (c) wavy
annular flo_, in which the shearing act;on of the
*,' 7p_l .__._.__ ..... _ higher speed vapor flow Initiates the growth of
- III "-_11 - - II large amclttude waves, occasionally reaching the
I top of the tube, (d) slug flow, tn which the relu-Fl|.
6 (b) AN._L'LAR-STRATI FI ED FLO_
lar end periodXc brtdgtn/¢ of the tube dlmaet r
I 2.)8
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results in separated slugs of vapor moving above looao_U--- ....... _ ...... _-- - T_'-----F
the liquid, (e) elongated bubbly flow, where the _" w'_.pu_ " . .m_Hl_ ,t_ /'
isolated vapor pockets have become morp regularly _ \
shaped and widely spaced, and (f) isolated bubble - _ _ - t
flow, in which rather small vapor bubbles move j_.__ _ _. _ _
Evidence of tile lack ,,f distinct boundaries between s T gun 0 40
various flow regimes is shown in _igure 7. Each of l.ooov_ © _utm _
I0 0L--J_JJ4_J--- _L_L.L.¢ A
Io _o _oo kooo _ooo
GLjQ_"v//%.p/
Fig. 8 BAKER CIIART [2]
long elongated bubbles to small isolated bubbles).
Other qualitative resdlts observed prla_arily in
connection with differences between 1-g and 0-g
flow patterns are as follows. As one would expect
in the absence of gravitational forces, the tonden-
Fig. 7 VARIETY OF FLOW PATTERNS AT IDENTICAL TEST sate film in the annular region was uniformly
CONDITIONS- (a) ANNULAR-STRATIFIED FLOW distributed about the tube wall. It w(,,_!d be
expected that the annular regime would persist over
a longer distance in a O-g environment. Verifi-
cation of this expectation and mappin_ of the
_ complete flow regimes in a 0-g environ:sent is to be
_ " conducted as data from future 0-g flights becomeE_
_._ available...... _,z_' _?, Also, a_ one would expect, It was observed that in
the bubble flow region the bubbles moved very
nearly along the tube center, showing no affinity
for the tube wall. From an overall standpoint, it
appeared that there was little difference in heat
Fig. 7 (b) WAVY-ANNULAR FLOW transfer characteristics due to O-g operation since
there was no substantial changes in the point of
complete vapor extinguishment for the same flow
parameters.
A final qualitative difference between l-g and 0-g
flow conditions was the notably less irregular,
less wavy character of the flow phenomena under
O-g conditions. In the anrular regime the liquid
film appeared significantly less wavy. Also, in a
l-g environment in the annular region, high-veloc_-
tv disturbances appeared to disrupt the liquid film
appreciably at regular intervals; under 0-_ condi-
tions the periodic high-velocity disturbances also
persisted, but appeared to disrupt or ddstort the
annular film to a much _ller degree.
the photographs in Figure 7 was taken trt_m th_ s_me
r,_ll of film, which represents less than one _econd DISCUSSION OF RESLLTS
or viewing the condensation process. The regimes
observed at this particular location are (a) annu- The tlow regimes observed, illustrated in Fitures
lar-stratifted fl_, (b) same as (a), but with 5 and 6, differ substantially from the descriptions
complete, but intermittent, bridging of the tube ot condensing horizontal flows in tubes presented
diameter by the wave_. (c) a_ug flow, in which tn [4-6,8]. Also, as generally dexcribed in the
distinct separation of vapor slugs by a conttnu- literature wetting fluids generally form a thin
_,_ ous liquid column Is evident, annular layer at the heat transfer surface, from
which laver drops are sometimes broken off and
Fhe fi,_w rrglmes _bserved are _ompared with those ¢ntrair.d tn the vapor cure, resulting in mist-
predicted by the Baker thart [2] 1¢_ Figure 8. The annular flow. Very little droplet entrsitment was
coordinates t)I _tgure fl _re functit)n_ ,)f liquid and evident in the present study, perhaps because of
vapor _t,tss tl,_ate and tlutd properties [_,8] relatively low vapor velocities.
(viscosity, surtace tension, density). The flow
regimes were _ategortzed tnt,_ tour groups: annular, AM lyrical models of condensation in tubes often
annular-at:serried, slug, and bubbly (ranges from conalder the annular flow regime to persist
239
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I throughott the tube length, based upon the suppo- preponderance of bubbly-flo_ data points are seen
I sition that mnular t h_w is indeed the dominant to fall along the slug-bubble boundary or slightly* at flow regine. Dw present results indicate annular within the bubbly regime. In general, the Baker
• flow _o exist _v_,r only roughly half of th_ con- chart predictions _pp_ar remsvn_bly good.
& densing region, after which the slug flow and
bubble flow regimes exist.
I In a study of wetting and non-w_ttin R mercury con- ('ONCLUSIONS
densation [8] fluorosropic observations indicated
a fog-flow regime terminate by a rather elongated The principal conclusions of the present study are:
sloping interface at the "point" of completp con- (1) the Baked chart _redicts the condensing flow
densation. Their observation of the non-_etting regimes reasonably _ell; and (2) cc,ndensation h,at
I flow indicated a predominantly fog-flow regime v_th transfer is not appreciably affected by a O-1some droplets at the walls, terminated by a amre or environment for the system described.
less vertical, distinct interface (see also [5,6]).
These observations led t,) their employment of a
i fog-fD_ model for predicting pressure drop. As
seen from figure 6, not only does a fog-flow regime FOO_TES
not exist, but neither does a di tinct liquid-vapor
interface at t_ point of complete condensation : Conducted under IqASA contract NASg-13410.
exist; but rather, elongated vapor bubbles gradu-
ally becom_ smaller until they eventually disappear. Conducted by Vought Hlastlks and Space Division,
LTV, Dallas, Texas, under the auspices of the
v,_ Concerning settling of liquid along the tube bottom Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
as in Figure _ (b), (c), this regime might be con-
,_ sedated a combin4tlon of _tratifted and annular
flow. Regarding heat transfer in this region,
,. certainly the accumulation of liquid along the tube REF[I_ENCES
bott,'m diminishes _he rate of heat transfer, but
at the same time, continuous draining of the liquid [1] Willilmao J, L., Keshocko g. G. and C. h.
from the top half of the tube pr_-otes heat trans- Wiggins: "Develolaaent of a Direct Condensing
fee in that region. Contrasting this picture with Radiator for Use in _ Spacecraft Vapor
"" that existlr, g in 0-g, the essentially u_torm film Compression Refrigeration Syst_". ASME Jnl.
thickness existing in 0-g may have a uniformly good of [ng. for Industry (1973)
-- heat transfer rate along the tube periphery that [2] Waker, 0.: "Design of Pipe Line for the
u_ay be equivalent to the "awrage" heat transfer Simultaneous Flow of Oil and Gas". The O11
conditions existing in l-g, described in the pre- and Gas Journal (July 2_ 1_4)
"* vises sentence. Perhaps this accounts for the [3] Baker_ J_s L.: "Flow-Re, giN Transitiot_ at
observation that no substantial difference in con- Elevated Pressures in Vertical Two-Phasl
-" densatlon length is discernible for l-g and O-g Flow". _NL-7093 (Sept. 1965)
conditions for the s,me heat transfer and flow [_] Feld_anis, C.: "Performance of _o_llng and
-- parameters. It should be noted that possible Condensing gquipment Under S tmulbtad Os_tar
differences in the other flow regime als_ effectln[ Space ¢_ndltiona". ASD-TDA-63-862. h_rl_ht-
. the heat transfer characteristics have not been Patterson AFt (Nov. 1963)
investigated due to unavailability of data. This _] Albera, J. A. and g. F. Hacoeko: "Experi-
will be the subject of future investigation, mental Pressure-Drop lr_estigation of Nom-
"" _etting, Condensirqg Flo_ of Mercury Vapor in
The comparison of _¢asu_ed and predicted flow 8 Co_tant Oilmeter Tube in 1-g and Zero-
"- regimes sho_n in Figure 8 warrants some elaboration. Gravity gnviroraenta". [_X 1_[ D--2S_8
The Baker chart is well in accord with physical (June 1965)
*- reality in the annular flo_ region, where at the [6] Namkoong, D. et el.: "Photographic Study of
higher system flow rates .mtion picture photographs Condensing Mercury Flo_ in 0 and l-g Rnviron-
did give so_¢ evidence of the ex!stence of dis- manta". NASA T_ D'4023 (guns 1967)
parsed (lo_. Ho_e_er, the stratified-annular flo_ [7] Soliman, H. and P. J. _erenson: "Ylc,_
regime o_serv_d has no counterpart _n 'he Baker Stability and Gravitatl_l Bffect| tn Con=
categorization. It the stratified-annular regime denser Tubes'*. Pest. ln_. Hi. Tr. Conf.,
may b_ classified simply as a special case of Paris (1969)
-- annulgr flow, then the _ak_r chart is in reasonable [8] goestel, A., et el.: "Study of Netting and
accord with reality, g:,t_-_etting _rcury Condeasin_ Pressure
.. Dr_pa". NASA TN D-251_ (Nov. 1964)
The only three ob_ervatlorm of a slug-flow rag tm*
_all )ust outside of the slug-[low boundaries.
This is not unusual in that the flo_ regime
. _ound_rles _st be realistically considered to be_'/_ _ s _hat "blurred". rather t_n discrete. The
[
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